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Abstract
S. Locke proved that the cycle space of a 3-connected nonhamiltonian graph with minimum
degree at least d has a basis consisting of cycles of length at least 2d − 1. In this paper, we
prove a similar result for a large class of hamiltonian graphs. We also prove a generalization of
a result of I. Hartman. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Denitions
Throughout this paper G is a nite undirected simple graph, V (G) is the set of
vertices of G, E(G) is the set of edges of G, (G) = jV (G)j and (G) = jE(G)j.
(G) is the minimum degree of G, (G) is the maximum degree of G, (G) is the
connectivity of G and for any v 2 V (G), dG(v) is the degree of v in G. d will denote
a positive integer.
GC is the complement of G, dG will denote the graph consisting of d disjoint copies
of G, Kd will denote the complete graph on d vertices, Kd;d will denote the complete
bipartite graph on 2d vertices, Cd will denote the cycle on d vertices and Wd will
denote the wheel with d spokes. If G1 and G2 are disjoint graphs then the join G1_G2
of G1 and G2 is the graph with vertex set
V (G1 _ G2) = V (G1) [ V (G2)
and edge set
E(G1 _ G2) = E(G1) [ E(G2) [ fuv: u 2 V (G1) and v 2 V (G2)g:
If G1 and G2 are isomorphic graphs then we will often write G1 = G2.
H and K will denote subgraphs of G. If H consists of a single vertex u then we
write H = u. If V (H) = fu; vg and E(H) = fuvg then we write H = uv. If H is a path
or cycle, the length of H is (H). The set of neighbors of K in H is
NH (K) = fu 2 V (H): uv 2 E(G) for some v 2 V (K)g
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and nH (K) = jNH (K)j. E[H;K] will denote the set
fuv 2 E(G): u 2 V (H) and v 2 V (K)g
and G − H will denote the subgraph of G induced by the vertex set V (G)nV (H). If
(H)>2 and
jfu 2 V (H): NG(u)* V (H)gj61
then we call H an endblock of G.
If H is a cycle, it will be useful to give H an arbitrary orientation that we will refer
to with the term clockwise. In this case for any u; v 2 V (H), H [u; v] is the (u; v)-path
in H going clockwise from u to v. A chord of H is an edge in E(G)nE(H) with both
ends in V (H). Chords e and f cross if there are distinct vertices u; v; y; z 2 V (H)
arranged clockwise around H with e = uy and f = vz.
Z(G) is the cycle space of G. With the exception of Theorems 3.1 and 5.2, the
underlying eld is assumed to be GF(2), so addition in Z(G) is symmetric dierence
of edge sets. We will often denote vectors in Z(G) by the subgraphs of G that induce
them. It is well known that
dim(Z(G)) = (G)− (G) + 1:
We say that G is d-path-connected if for any pair of distinct vertices u; v 2 V (G),
there is a (u; v)-path in G of length at least d. G is d-generated if there is a basis of
Z(G) consisting of cycles, each of which has length at least d. G is a d-generator if
G is d-generated and (d−1)-path-connected. We call a cycle in Z(G) a d-cycle if the
sum of cycles of length at least d. We will frequently make use of the fact that G is
d-generated if and only if every cycle in Z(G) is a d-cycle.
If G is not hamiltonian and (G)>2 then a cycle-bridge pair of G is a maximal
element of the set
  = f(H;K): H a cycle of G and K a component of G − Hg
with respect to the ordering on   induced by the lexicographical ordering of the set
f((H); (K); nH (K)): (H;K) 2  g:
For more graph-theoretic denitions and results, the reader is referred to a standard
graph theory textbook, such as [3].
2. Preliminaries
J. Bondy made the following conjecture (see [9]):
Conjecture A. If (G)>3, (G)>d and (G)>2d then every cycle in Z(G) can be
written as the sum of an odd number of cycles, each having length at least 2d− 1.
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This conjecture can be modied as follows.
Conjecture B. If (G)>3, (G)>d and (G)>2d−1 then G is a (2d−1)-generator.
In [9], a partial proof of Conjecture B is provided by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. If (G)>3; (G)>d; and G is not hamiltonian or (G)>4d− 5 then
G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
In this paper, we prove the following result.
Theorem 2.2. If G is hamiltonian; (G)>3; (G)>d; (G)>2d− 1 and G satises
either of the following two conditions then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
1. (G)68 or (G)>4d− 7.
2. (G) 2 f9; : : : ; 4d − 8g; G − x is not hamiltonian for some x 2 V (G) and
(G − x)>3 or (K)61 for some cycle-bridge pair (H;K) of G − x.
If G is a counterexample to Conjecture B then Theorem 2.2 implies that for every
x 2 G, G − x is hamiltonian or (G − x) = 2.
The following four results will be useful.
Lemma 2.3 (Lovasz [10]). If (G)>2 and u and v are distinct vertices of G then
there is a (u; v)-path in G of length at least minfdG(w): w 2 V (G)nfu; vgg.
Lemma 2.4 (Dirac [4]). If (G)>2 then G contains a cycle H satisfying
(H)>minf(G); 2(G)g:
Lemma 2.5 (Grotschel [5] and Locke [7]). If (G)>3; (G)>d and (G)>2d − 1
then G is (2d− 2)-path-connected.
Lemma 2.6 (Ore [11]). If (G)>2 and dG(u)+dG(v)>d for any pair of nonadjacent
vertices u; v 2 V (G) then G contains a cycle H satisfying (H)>minf(G); dg.
3. d -generators
Theorem 3.1 (Locke [9]). If (G)>2 and some subgraph of G is a d-generator then
G is a d-generator.
Theorem 3.1 is independent of the underlying eld of Z(G).
Theorem 3.2. If G1 and G2 are d-generated and G1 \ G2 is connected then G1 [ G2
is d-generated.
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Proof. Suppose that G1 and G2 are d-generated and that G1\G2 is connected, let S be
the subspace of Z(G1[G2) spanned by Z(G1)[Z(G2) and assume that Z(G1[G2)nS 6= ;.
Choose C 2 Z(G1 [ G2)nS with
jE(C) \ (E(G2)nE(G1))j=min
 jE(D) \ (E(G2)nE(G1))j:
D 2 Z(G1 [ G2)nS

;
assume, without loss of generality, that C is a cycle and choose distinct vertices u;
v 2 V (C) with E(C[u; v])E(G2) and C[u; v] \ G1 = u [ v. Let P be any (u; v)-path
in G1 \ G2, let D = C + (C[u; v] [ P) and note that
jE(D) \ (E(G2)nE(G1))j< jE(C) \ (E(G2)nE(G1))j;
so D 2 S which implies since C[u; v] [ P 2 Z(G2) S that C 2 S, which is a
contradiction. We therefore deduce that S = Z(G1 [G2), which implies that G1 [G2 is
d-generated.
Theorem 3.3 (Alspach et al. [1]). If G is a connected Cayley graph on a nite abelian
group and either (G) is odd or G is bipartite then G is (G)-generated.
Lemma 3.4. If d>4 then 4Kd−3 _ 4K1 is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that d>4, let G= 4Kd−3 _ 4K1 and note that since the subgraph K4;4
of G is a Cayley graph, we deduce from Theorem 3.3, Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 3.1
that G is a 7-generator. We may therefore assume that d>5. Let P be a path in
Kd−3 of length d − 4, let fP1; P2; P3; P4g be a set of four disjoint copies of P and
for i 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g let ui and vi be the endvertices of Pi. Let fx1; x2; x3; x4g be a set of
distinct vertices satisfying
fx1; x2; x3; x4g \ Pi = ;







[ fuixj; vixj: 16i; j64g:







[fui+1xj+1; ui+2xj+2; ui+3xj+3; vi+1xj+2; vi+2xj+3; vi+3xj+1g;







[ fui+1xj; xjui; uixj+1;
ui+2xj+2; ui+3xj+3; vi+1xj+2; vi+2xj+3; vi+3xj+1g
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[ fui+1xj; xjui; vixj+1;
ui+2xj+2; ui+3xj+3; vi+1xj+2; vi+2xj+3; vi+3xj+1g
(where addition of vertex subscripts is modulo four). Let
Dij = Aij + Bij
and let
Eij = Bij + Cij
(where addition is in Z(K)). Then
E(Dij) = fuixj; xjui+1; ui+1xj+1; xj+1uig
and
E(Eij) = E(Pi) [ fuixj+1; vixj+1g:
Since d>5,
(Cij)>(Bij)>(Aij) = 3d− 6>2d− 1;
so Dij and Eij are (2d− 1)-cycles. Let
B= fDij: 16i; j63g [ fEij: 16i; j64g
and note that
dim(Z(K)) = (K)− (K) + 1 = 25 = jBj:
Let A be a nonempty subset of B and let C =
P
D2A D. For any i; j 2 f1; 2; 3; 4g,
fD 2 B: vixj+1 2 E(D)g= fEijg;
so if Eij 2 A then vixj+1 2 E(C). Suppose that
AfDij: 16i; j63g
and choose i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g with Dij 2 A and
i + j =maxfk + l: 16k; l63 and Dkl 2 Ag:
Then, fD 2 A: ui+1xj+1 2 E(D)g = fDijg so ui+1xj+1 2 E(C). In any case, C 6= ; so
B is by denition a basis for Z(K) and K is (2d− 1)-generated. As shown in Fig. 1
for any y; z 2 V (K) with y 6= z there is a (y; z)-path in K of length at least
3(d− 4) + 6>2d− 1;
so Theorem 3.1 implies that G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
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Fig. 1.
4. The cycle spaces of two wheel-like graphs
Suppose for the remainder of this section that (G)>d, that (G)>3 and that G−x
is not hamiltonian for some x 2 V (G) and let (C;H) be a cycle-bridge pair of G − x.
For u 2 V (H) let W (u) = C [ u [ E[u; C], let m= nC(u) and label
NC(u) = fu1; : : : ; umg
clockwise around C. If m< 2 then let B(u)= fCg. Otherwise assume, without loss of
generality, that
(C[um; u1]) = maxf(C[ui; ui+1]): 16i6mg
(where addition of vertex subscripts is modulo m), for i 2 f1; : : : ; m− 1g let
Ci = C[ui+1; ui] [ u [ uui [ uui+1
and let B(u) = fCg [ fCi: 16i6m− 1g. If ux 2 E(G) then let
Wx(u) =W (u) [ x [ ux [ E[x; C];
let n=nC(x) and label NC(x)=fx1; : : : ; xng clockwise around C. If n=0 then let Bx(u)=
B(u). Otherwise for j 2 f1; : : : ; ng choose i 2 f1; : : : ; mg with xj 2 V (C[ui; ui+1])nfuig,
let
Dj = C[xj; ui] [ uiu [ u [ ux [ x [ xxj
and let
Bx(u) = B(u) [ fDj: 16j6ng:
Lemma 4.1. B(u) and Bx(u) are bases for Z(W (u)) and Z(Wx(u)); respectively.
Proof. In [8] it is shown that B(u) is a basis for W (u): Since Bx(u) is linearly
independent in Z(Wx(u)) and
dim(Z(Wx(u))) = (Wx(u))− (Wx(u)) + 1
=m+ n= jBx(u)j;
we deduce that Bx(u) is a basis for Wx(u).
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Lemma 4.2. If (C[um; u1])>2d− 2m+ 1 then W (u) is (2d− 1)-generated.
Proof. Since C is a longest cycle in G−x; (C[ui; ui+1])>2 for i 2 f1; : : : ; mg. There-
fore since E(C[um; u1])E(Ci) for i 2 f1; : : : ; m− 1g, we deduce that if
(C[um; u1])>2d− 2m+ 1
then
(C)>(Ci)>2(m− 2) + (2d− 2m+ 1) + 2 = 2d− 1;
so B(u) consists of (2d− 1)-cycles.
Lemma 4.3. If (C)>2d− 1 and m>d− 1 then Wx(u) is (2d− 1)-generated.
Proof. Suppose that (C)>2d− 1 and that m>d− 1. Then
(C[um; u1])>3
and we deduce from Lemma 4.2 that B(u) consists of (2d−1)-cycles. For j 2 f1; : : : ; ng,
(Dj)>2(m− 1) + 3>2d− 1, so Bx(u) consists of (2d− 1)-cycles.
Lemma 4.4. If m>d then W (u) is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that m>d, which implies from Lemma 4.2 that W (u) is (2d − 1)-
generated and let y and z be distinct vertices in V (W (u)). If
fy; zgV (C[ui; ui+1]) [ fug
for some i 2 f1; : : : ; mg then there is a (y; z)-path in W (u) of length at least
(C[ui+1; ui])>2(m− 1)>2d− 2:
Suppose that y; z 2 V (C) and that fy; zg * V (C[ui; ui+1]) for any i 2 f1; : : : ; mg and
choose i; j; k; l 2 f1; : : : ; mg with
y 2 C[ui; uj]nfui; ujg;
z 2 C[uk ; ul]nfuk ; ulg;
(V (C[ui; uj])nfui; y; ujg) \ fu1; : : : ; umg= ;;
(V (C[uk ; ul])nfuk ; z; ulg) \ fu1; : : : ; umg= ;
and with ui; y; uj; uk ; z; ul ordered clockwise around C (we allow for the possibility that
uj = uk or ui = ul). Let
P = C[y; uk ] [ uku [ uui [ C[z; ui]
and note that P is a (y; z)-path in W (u) satisfying
(P)>2(m− 2) + 2>2d− 2:
W (u) is therefore by denition (2d− 2)-path-connected.
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Lemma 4.5. If m>d− 1 and
jfi 2 f1; : : : ; mg: (C[ui; ui+1])>3gj>3
then W (u) is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that m>d− 1 and that
jfi 2 f1; : : : ; mg: (C[ui; ui+1])>3gj>3:
Then for i 2 f1; : : : ; m− 1g,
(Ci)>2(m− 3) + 2(3) + 2>2d;
so we deduce from Lemma 4.1 that W (u) is (2d− 1)-generated. The proof that W (u)
is (2d− 2)-path-connected is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4, except that if y and
z are distinct vertices in V (C) with fy; zg*V (C[ui; ui+1]) for any i 2 f1; : : : ; mg then
the path P dened in the proof of Lemma 4.4 and the (y; z)-path
Q = C[uj; z] [ uju [ uul [ C[ul; y]
satisfy
(P) + (Q) = (C) + (C[uj; uk ]) + (C[ul; ui]) + 4
> 2m+ 3 + 2(m− 4) + 4>4d− 5;
so maxf(P); (Q)g>2d− 2.
Lemma 4.6. If d>5; (C)>2d − 1 and (G − x) − C = u then Wx(u) is a
(2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that d>5, that (C)>2d− 1 and that (G − x)− C = u. Since
m= dG(u)− 1>d− 1;
Lemma 4.3 implies that Wx(u) is (2d − 1)-generated and if m>d then we deduce
from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.1 that Wx(u) is a (2d− 1)-generator, so assume that
m=d−1. Since m>4, we may assume as a result of Lemma 4.5 that there are distinct
elements i; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg with
(C[ui; ui+1]) = (C[uj; uj+1]) = 2:
If the unique vertex
s 2 V (C[ui; ui+1])nfui; ui+1g
has s 62 NC(x) then the cycle K = C[ui+1; ui] [ uiu [ uui+1 in G − x has (K) = (C);
(G − x) − K = s and nK (s) = dG(s)>m, which contradicts the fact that (C;H) is
a cycle-bridge pair of G − x. We therefore deduce that s 2 NC(x) and we similarly
deduce that the unique vertex
t 2 V (C[uj; uj+1])nfuj; uj+1g
has t 2 NC(x). We split the proof that Wx(u) is (2d − 2)-path-connected into three
cases. Choose distinct vertices y; z 2 V (Wx(u)).
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Case 1: y; z 2 V (C[uk ; uk+1]) for some k 2 f1; : : : ; mg. Assuming, without loss of
generality, that uk ; y; z; uk+1 are ordered clockwise around C and that k 6= i (otherwise
i and s can be replaced with j and t in the proof that follows), the (y; z)-path P with
edge set
E(P) = (E(C[z; y])nfuisg) [ fuiu; ux; xsg
has
(P)>(C[uk+1; uk ])− 1 + 3>2(m− 1) + 2 = 2d− 2:
Case 2: fy; zg\fu; xg 6= ;. If fy; zg=fu; xg then the (y; z)-path P=xs[C[s; ui][uiu
has
(P) = (C[s; ui]) + 2 = (C) + 1>2d;
so assume, without loss of generality, that y = u and that
z 2 V (C[uk ; uk+1])nfukg
for some k 2 f1; : : : ; mg. Since (C[um; u1])>3, if z 6= u1 then the (y; z)-path
P = uuk [ C[z; uk ]
has
(P)>2(m− 1) + 2 = 2d− 2
and if z = u1 then the (y; z)-path P = uu2 [ C[u2; u1] has
(P)>2d− 2:
Case 3: y; z 2V (C) and y; z 62V (C[uk ; uk+1]) for any k 2f1; : : : ; mg. Let P and Q be
the (y; z)-paths in W (u) dened in the proofs of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5. If NC(x)* V (P)
then, choosing v 2 NC(x)nV (P) and assuming without generality that v 2 V (C[ui; y])n
fui; yg, the (y; z)-path P0 with edge set
E(P0) = (E(P)nfuuig) [ E(C[ui; v]) [ fvx; xug
has
(P0)>(P)− 1 + 3>2(m− 2) + 4 = 2d− 2:
We may therefore assume that NC(x)V (P) \ V (Q). If
jfui; uj; uk ; ulg \ NC(x)j>3
then assuming, without loss of generality, that ui; uj 2 NC(x), the (y; z)-paths P0 and
Q0 with edge sets
E(P0) = (E(P)nfuuig) [ fuix; xug
and
E(Q0) = (E(Q)nfuujg) [ fujx; xug
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satisfy
(P0) + (Q0) = (C) + (C[uj; uk ]) + (C[ul; ui]) + 6
> (2d− 1) + 2(m− 4) + 6 = 4d− 5;
so maxf(P0); (Q0)g>2d− 2. We may therefore assume that
jfui; uj; uk ; ulg \ NC(x)j62:
If
minf(C[xh; xh+1]): h 2 f1; : : : ; ng and E(C[xh; xh+1])E(P) \ E(Q)g>2
then since n>d− 1, we deduce that
(P) + (Q) = (C) + (C[uj; uk ]) + (C[ul; ui]) + 4
> (2d− 1) + (2(n− 4) + 2) + 4>4d− 5:
If xhxh+1 2 E(P) \ E(Q) for some h 2 f1; : : : ; ng then we deduce that the (y; z)-paths
P0 and Q0 with edge sets
E(P0) = (E(P)nfxhxh+1g) [ fxhx; xxh+1g
and
E(Q0) = (E(Q)nfxhxh+1g) [ fxhx; xxh+1g
satisfy maxf(P0); (Q0)g>2d− 2.
5. A generalization of a result of Hartman
The following theorem is due to Hartman [6,8].
Theorem 5.1. If (G)>2; (G)>d and G 6= Kd+1 if d is odd then G is (d + 1)-
generated.
We now prove a generalization of Theorem 5.1. Suppose for the remainder of this
section that the underlying eld F of Z(G) has characteristic p and that the edges
of G have some arbitrary orientation, and write E(G) = fe1; : : : ; eng. We will write a
vector (1; : : : ; n) 2 Z(G) as
Pn
i=1 iei with the convention that for adjacent vertices
u; v 2 V (G); vu denotes −uv.
Theorem 5.2. If (G)>2; (G)>d+1 and dG(u) + dG(v)>2d for any pair of non-
adjacent vertices u; v 2 V (G) then G is a (d + 1)-generator; unless p = 2; d is odd
and G = Kd+1.
Proof. Suppose that (G)>2, that (G)>d + 1 and that dG(u) + dG(v)>2d for
any pair of nonadjacent vertices u; v 2 V (G). If (G)>2d then we deduce from
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Lemma 2.6 that G contains a cycle of length at least 2d and Theorem 3.1 implies
that G is a (d+1)-generator, so we may assume that (G)62d−1. Choose u 2 V (G)
with dG(u)>d. Assuming, without loss of generality, that d>3, Lemma 2.6 implies
that G − u contains a Hamilton cycle C. We then deduce as in Section 4 that the
subgraph
W (u) = C [ u [ E[u; C]
of G is d-path-connected, and if (C)>d + 1 then W (u) is (d + 1)-generated (with
basis B(u)), so we may assume that (C)=d. This implies that G=Kd+1, so if p=2
and d is even then the result follows from Theorem 3.3, and we may therefore assume
that p 6= 2. Write V (C) = fu1; : : : ; udg clockwise around C, for i 2 f1; : : : ; dg let
Ci = C[ui+1; ui] [ uiu [ uui+1
and let B= fC1; : : : ; Cdg. Then
Pd
i=1 Ci = (d− 1)C, so if p - d− 1 then B is a basis
for Z(W (u)) consisting of (d+1)-cycles and Theorem 3.1 implies that G is a (d+1)-
generator. We may therefore assume that p jd−1, which implies that d>4. Let ud+1=u
and note that
C1 = u1u5 + u5u6 +   + udud+1 + ud+1u2 + u2u3 + u3u4 + u4u1
and
C2 = u1u5 + u5u6 +   + udud+1 + ud+1u2 + u2u4 + u4u3 + u3u1
are (d+ 1)-cycles. Thus,
D1 = C1 − C2 = u2u3 + 2u3u4 + u4u1 + u4u2 + u1u3
is a (d+ 1)-cycle and since G = Kd+1, it follows that
u’(2)u’(3) + 2u’(3)u’(4) + u’(4)u’(1) + u’(4)u’(2) + u’(1)u’(3)
is a (d+ 1)-cycle for any permutation ’ of f1; : : : ; d+ 1g. We therefore deduce that
D2 = u4u1 + 2u1u2 + u2u4 + u2u3 + u3u1
and
H1 = 12 (D1 + D2) = u2u3 + u3u4 + u4u1 + u1u2
are (d+ 1)-cycles and similarly,
H2 = u1u3 + u3u2 + u2u4 + u4u1
and
1
2 (H2 + D1) = u1u3 + u3u4 + u4u1
are (d + 1)-cycles. It follows that all 3-cycles in G are (d + 1)-cycles. Since the set
of triangles in G adjacent to u1 is a basis for Z(G), G is (d + 1)-generated and the
result follows from Lemma 2.5.
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6. (G )68 or (G )>4d − 7
In the next two sections we prove Theorem 2.2, so we will henceforth assume that
G is hamiltonian, (G)>3 (which implies that d>3), (G)>d and (G)>2d− 1.
Let C be a Hamilton cycle of G, let m= (C), label V (C)= fu1; : : : ; umg clockwise
around C and let F be the set of chords of C. For e= uiuj 2 F , assume, without loss
of generality, that
(C[ui; uj])>(C[uj; ui])
and let C(e) =C[ui; uj][ feg. Let B(F) = fCg [ fC(e): e 2 Fg and note that B(F) is
linearly independent in Z(G) and that
dim(Z(G)) = (G)− (G) + 1 = jB(F)j;









(C(e1; : : : ; ej))>d 12 (C)e+ j
(in the proofs below, C(e1; : : : ; ej) will always be a cycle).
Lemma 6.1. If m>4d− 7 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. If m>4d − 7 then we may assume as a result of Theorem 2.1 that
m 2 f4d − 7; 4d − 6g and in light of Lemma 2.5 is sucient to demonstrate that for
each e 2 F , C(e) is a (2d− 1)-cycle. Observe that if e and f cross for some e; f 2 F
then
(C(e; f))>d 12 (C)e+ 2 = 2d− 1;
so we deduce that if C(e) is a (2d− 1)-cycle then C(f) is a (2d− 1)-cycle. Let
L= fe 2 F : e = uiui+2d−3 for some i 2 f1; : : : ; mgg
and let S=FnL. If e 2 S then C(e) is a (2d− 1)-cycle so we may assume that L 6= ;.
Note that for i 2 f1; : : : ; mg,
jfe 2 L: e adjacent to uigj62;
so if S=; then we deduce that d=3 and G 2 fK5; K3;3g or that d=4, (G)=9 and F=
fuiui+5; uiui+6: i 2 f1; : : : ; 9gg. Theorem 3.3 then implies that G is (2d− 1)-generated,
so we may assume that S 6= ;. For each e 2 S, let Pe be the path in C with edge set
E(Pe) = E(C)nE(C(e)):
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Fig. 2.
Let M be the graph with vertex set V (M) = fPe : e 2 Sg and edge set
E(M) = fPePf: e; f 2 S and E(Pe) \ E(Pf) 6= ;g
and let N be a component of M . Since (G)>3, we deduce from the denition of M
that some chord e 2 L is adjacent to an interior vertex of Pf for some Pf 2 V (N ), so
e and f cross, which implies that C(e) is a (2d− 1)-cycle. Suppose now that C(g) is
not a (2d−1)-cycle for some g 2 L. Then some chord h 2 L crosses g and we deduce
that e does not cross g or h. This implies that e and g are adjacent and that e and h
are adjacent, so f crosses g or f crosses h, which is a contradiction, since f 2 S.
Lemma 6.2. If m68 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that m68. We may assume as a result of Lemma 6.1 that
2d− 16m64d− 8, which implies that d= 4 and that m 2 f7; 8g.
Case 1: m= 7. Let H be a subgraph of G satisfying (H) = 7, (H) = 4 and
(H) = minf(K): K a subgraph of G with (K) = 7 and (K) = 4g:
Then (HC) = 2 and (HC [ e) = 3 for any e 2 E(H), so we deduce that
HC 2 fC7; C6 [ K1; 2C3 [ K1; C5 [ K2; C4 [ C3g:
The complements of these ve graphs are displayed in Fig. 2 (note that all of these
graphs are 3-connected). If H =CC7 then H is a Cayley graph and Theorems 3.1, 3.3,
and Lemma 2.5 imply that G is a 7-generator. If H = (C6 [K1)C or H = (2C3 [K1)C
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then W6 is a subgraph of H and we deduce as in the proof of Theorem 5.2 that
W6 is a 7-generator, which implies from Theorem 3.1 that G is a 7-generator. If
H = (C5 [K2)C =C5 _ 2K1 then embedding H on a sphere with equator C5 and poles
K1, we deduce that if D1 and D2 are cycles in H with (D1) = (D2), each containing
at most one vertex of degree ve, then there is an automorphism of H mapping D1 to
D2. Assume, without loss of generality, that
F = fu1u3; u1u4; u1u6; u2u5; u2u7; u3u5; u4u6; u5u7g
and let H1 and H2 be the Hamilton cycles in H with edge sets
E(H1) = fu2u3; u3u4; u4u5; u5u6; u6u1; u1u7; u7u2g
and
E(H2) = fu2u3; u3u5; u5u4; u4u6; u6u1; u1u7; u7u2g:
Then
D1 = H1 + H2 = u3u4 [ u4u6 [ u6u5 [ u5u3
is a 7-cycle and we similarly deduce that
D2 = u2u3 [ u3u5 [ u5u7 [ u7u2
and
D3 = u5u4 [ u4u6 [ u6u7 [ u7u5
are 7-cycles. Thus,
H2 + D2 + D3 = u6u1 [ u1u7 [ u7u6
is a 7-cycle which implies that all cycles in H of length three are 7-cycles. Since H
triangulates the sphere and the cycle space of a plane graph has a basis consisting of
faces, we deduce that H is 7-generated and Lemma 2.5 Theorem 3.1 then imply that G
is a 7-generator. Suppose that H = (C4 [ C3)C and assume, without loss of generality,
that
F = fu1u4; u1u5; u2u6; u2u7; u3u5; u3u7; u4u6g:
Since C(u1u4; u2u6; u3u7) and C(u2u6; u3u7) are 7-cycles, we deduce that C(u1u4) is
a 7-cycle. Since C(u1u4; u3u7) is a 7-cycle, we deduce that C(u3u7) is a 7-cycle,
which implies that C(u2u6) and C(u1u5) are 7-cycles. Since C(u1u4; u1u5; u2u7) and
C(u1u5; u3u7; u4u6) are 7-cycles, we deduce that C(u2u7), C(u4u6) and C(u3u5) are
7-cycles, so H is by denition 7-generated. Lemma 2.5 and Theorem 3.1 then imply
that G is a 7-generator.
Case 2: m=8. Suppose that dG(x)>5 for some x 2 V (G). If G−x is not hamiltonian
then since (G− x)>2, we deduce from Lemma 2.4 that G− x contains a cycle D of
length six and a vertex v 2 V (G−x)nV (D). Label V (D)=fv1; : : : ; v6g clockwise around
D. Since D is a longest cycle in G−x, we may assume, without loss of generality, that
ND(v) = fv1; v3; v5g, so the bipartite subgraph of G induced by the vertex bipartition
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fv; v2; v4; v6g[ fx; v1; v3; v5g is K4;4. Theorems 3.1, 3.3 and Lemma 2.5 then imply that
G is a 7-generator, so we may assume that G− x is hamiltonian. Let D be a Hamilton
cycle of G − x, label V (D) = fv1; : : : ; v7g clockwise around D and let
H = D [ x [ E[x; D]:
We then deduce as in Section 4 that H is 7-generated, and if fvi; vi+1g \ NC(x) 6= ;
for any i 2 f1; : : : ; 7g then we deduce that H is 6-path-connected, so we may assume
that NC(x) = fv1; v2; v3; v4; v5g. Choose i 2 f1; : : : ; 7g with
vi 2 NC(v6)nfv1; v5; v7g
and assume, without loss of generality, that i = 3. Set K = H [ v3v6 and let Q be the
cycle in K with edge set
E(Q) = fv1x; xv5; v5v4; v4v3; v3v6; v6v7; v7v1g:
If B is a basis for Z(H) then B [ fQg is a basis for Z(K), so we deduce that K is
7-generated. Letting P be the (v1; v5)-path in K with edge set
E(P) = fv1v2; v2x; xv4; v4v3; v3v6; v6v5g;
we deduce that K is 6-path-connected. Theorem 3.1 then implies that G is a 7-generator,
so we may assume that (G)= (G)= 4. The complement of G is then a cubic graph
on eight vertices, and G is a member of the set fG1; G2; G3; G4; G5g of graphs depicted
in Fig. 3 (see [2]). The proof that G is a 7-generator is similar to the proof in Case
1 that (C4 [ C3)C is a 7-generator.
Combining the results of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, we deduce that if G satises condition
one of Theorem 2.2 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
7. G − x is non-hamiltonian for some x 2 V (G )
Suppose now that (G) 2 f9; : : : ; 4d − 8g, which implies that d>5. Suppose also
that G − x is not hamiltonian for some x 2 V (G), let J = G − x and let (C;H)
be a cycle-bridge pair of J . Since (J )>d − 1, we deduce from Lemma 2.4 that
(C)>2d− 2.
Lemma 7.1. If v(H) = 1 and (C) = 2d− 2 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that (H) = 1 and that (C) = 2d − 2, which implies since (C;H) is
a cycle-bridge pair that for any u; v 2 V (J − C),
nC(u) = nC(v) = d− 1
and NC(u)=NC(v). Thus, the bipartite subgraph of G induced by the vertex bipartition
(NC(u) [ fxg) [ ((V (C)nNC(u)) [ fug)
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Fig. 3.
is Kd;d and Theorems 3:1; 3:3 and Lemma 2.5 imply that G is a (2d − 1)-
generator.
Lemma 7.2. If (H) = 1 and (C)>2d− 1 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that (H)= 1 and that (C)>2d− 1. If (J −C)= 1 then we deduce
from Lemmas 4:4; 4:6 and Theorem 3.1 that G is a (2d − 1)-generator, so we may
assume that there are distinct vertices u; v 2 V (J −C) with nC(u)= nC(v)= d− 1 and
ux; vx 2 E(G). Label NC(u)= fu1; : : : ; umg clockwise around C, choose w 2 NC(v) and
i 2 f1; : : : ; mg with w 2 V (C[ui; ui+1])nfuig and let
D = C[w; ui] [ uiu [ u [ ux [ x [ xw [ w:
We then deduce as in the proof of Lemma 4.1 that the set
B(u) [ B(v) [ fDg
is a basis for the cycle space of the graph
K =W (u) [W (v) [ ux [ x [ xv
and we deduce as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that K is (2d−1)-generated. Since C is a
longest cycle in J and (C)64d−11, we may assume as a result of Lemma 4.5 that for
some s; t 2 NC(v), there are distinct elements i; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg with s 2 V (C[ui; ui+1]),
t 2 V (C[uj; uj+1]) and
(C[ui; ui+1]) = (C[uj; uj+1]) = 2:
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The proof that K is (2d − 2)-path-connected is then similar to the proof of
Lemma 4.6, and Theorem 3.1 implies that G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Lemma 7.3. If (H) = 2 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that (H) = 2, choose distinct vertices u; v 2 V (H) and label
NC(u) [ NC(v) = fu1; : : : ; umg
clockwise around C. Since
(C)> 2(nC(u) + nC(v)− jNC(u) \ NC(v)j)
> 4d− 8− 2jNC(u) \ NC(v)j;
we deduce that jNC(u) \ NC(v)j>2, which implies that
jfi 2 f1; : : : ; mg: (C[ui; ui+1])>3gj>3:
Therefore, if jNC(u) [ NC(v)j>d− 1 then we deduce from Lemma 4.5 that the graph
obtained from
K =W (u) [ uv [ v [ E[v; C − NC(u)]
by contracting the edge uv is a (2d − 1)-generator, which implies that K is a
(2d−1)-generator. We may therefore assume that nC(u)=nC(v)=d−2, NC(u)=NC(v)
and ux; vx 2 E(G). Then (C[ui; ui+1])>3 for all i 2 f1; : : : ; mg and we deduce as in
the proof of Lemma 7.2 that the graph
K =W (u) [W (v) [ ux [ x [ xv
is a (3d−7)-generator, so if d>6 then G is a (2d−1)-generator. If d=5 then (C)=9,
(G) = 12 and assuming, without loss of generality, that
NC(u) = NC(v) = fu1; u4; u7g;
we deduce since C is a longest cycle in J that the graph
(uv [ u2u3 [ u5u6 [ u8u9) _ (x [ u1 [ u4 [ u7)
is a subraph of G. Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.1 then imply that G is a
9-generator.
Lemma 7.4. If H is separable then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that H is separable and let B1 and B2 be distinct endblocks of H with
vertices of attachment b1 and b2, respectively. For i 2 f1; 2g, choose ui 2 V (Bi)nfbig
with
nC(ui) = maxfnC(u): u 2 V (Bi)nfbigg:
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We then deduce from Lemma 2.3 that a longest (u1; b1)-path in B1 and a longest
(b2; u2)-path in B2 can be concatenated to form a (u1; u2)-path P in H with
(P)> (d− nC(u1)− 1) + (d− nC(u2)− 1)
= 2d− nC(u1)− nC(u2)− 2:
Assume that maxfnC(u1); nC(u2)g6d−1. Then 2d−nC(u1)−nC(u2)>2, so we deduce
that
(C)>2(2d− nC(u1)− nC(u2)) + 2(nC(u1) + nC(u2)− 4) = 4d− 8:
This is a contradiction, so we may assume, without loss of generality, that nC(u1)>d
and the result then follows from Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 3.1.
Lemma 7.5. If (J )>3, H is 2-connected and
jfu 2 V (H): dH (u)6d− 5gj61
then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Proof. Suppose that (J )>3, H is 2-connected and
jfu 2 V (H): dH (u)6d− 5gj61:
Since C is a longest cycle in J and (J )>3, we deduce from Lemma 2.3 that
(C)>3((H) + 2), so
4d− 8>(G)>(C) + (H) + 1>4(H) + 8
which forces (H)6d− 4. Choose u 2 V (H) with dH (u) = (H) and choose distinct
vertices v; w 2 V (H)nfug and distinct vertices v0; w0 2 V (C) with vv0; ww0 2 E(G). We
then deduce from Lemma 2.3 that there is a (v; w)-path in H of length at least dH (u)
and that there is a (u; v)-path and a (u; w)-path in H , each of length at least d − 4.
Since
nC(u)>d− dH (u)− 1;
we have that
(G)> (C) + (H) + 1
> (2(d− 2) + (dH (u) + 2) + 2(nC(u)− 3)) + (d− 3) + 1
= 5d− dH (u)− 12
which forces dH (u)=d− 4, (G)=4d− 8, H =Kd−3 and nC(H)=3: We then deduce
as in the proof of Lemma 7.3 that 4Kd−3 _ 4K1 is a subgraph of G, and Lemma 3.4
and Theorem 3.1 imply that G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
Lemma 7.6. If (J )>3; H is 2-connected and there are distinct vertices u; v 2 V (H)
satisfying maxfdH (u); dH (v)g6d− 5 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
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Proof. Suppose that (J )>3, that H is 2-connected and that there are distinct vertices
u; v 2 V (H) with dH (u) = (H) and
maxfdH (u); dH (v)g6d− 5:
Choose w 2 V (H)nfu; vg with nC(w)> 0, z 2 NC(w) and y 2 NC(v)nfzg. Label
NC(u) [ NC(v) [ NC(w) = fu1; : : : ; umg clockwise around C, let
U = NC(u)nfy; zg;
let
V = NC(v)n(U [ fzg);
let
W = NC(w)n(U [ V )
and note that U , V and W are disjoint and that U [V [W = fu1; : : : ; umg. Let T be a
tree in H containing u, v, w and a (u; v)-path of length at least (H) with endvertices
contained in the set fu; v; wg, and let W (T ) be the subgraph of G induced by the edge
set
E(W (T )) = E(C) [ E(T ) [ fuu0; vv0; ww0: u0 2 U; v0 2 V; w0 2 Wg:
For i; j 2 f1; : : : ; mg with i 6= j, let P[ui; uj] be the unique (ui; uj)-path in W (T ) with
V (P[ui; uj]) \ V (C) = fui; ujg, for i 2 f1; : : : ; m − 1g let Ci = C[ui+1; ui] [ P[ui; ui+1]
and let
B(T ) = fCg [ fCi: 16i6m− 1g:
Then B(T ) is a basis for Z(W (T )). Let
I = fi 2 f1; : : : ; mg: j(NH (ui) [ NH (ui+1)) \ fu; v; wgj>2g
and note that jI j>3 and that
m>nC(u) + nC(v)− jI j>d− (H) + 3− jI j:
Since C is a longest cycle in J , we deduce from Lemma 2.3 that for i 2 f1; : : : ; mg,
(C[ui+1; ui])> (jI j − 1)((H) + 2) + 2(m− jI j)
= (H)(jI j − 1) + 2m− 2
> (H)(jI j − 1) + 2(d− (H) + 3− jI j)− 2
= (H)(jI j − 3) + 2d+ 4− 2jI j
> 2(jI j − 3) + 2d+ 4− 2jI j= 2d− 2;
so W (T ) is (2d− 1)-generated. Choose distinct vertices s; t 2 V (W (T )) and note that
if s; t 2 V (C[ui; ui+1]) for some i 2 f1; : : : ; mg or fs; tg \ V (T ) 6= ; then there is
an (s; t)-path in W (T ) of length at least 2d − 2. Suppose that s; t 2 V (C) and that
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s; t 62 V (C[ui; ui+1]) for any i 2 f1; : : : ; mg, choose i; j; k; l 2 f1; : : : ; mg as in the proof
of Lemma 4.4, let
P = C[s; uk ] [ P[uk ; ui] [ C[t; ui]
and let
Q = C[uj; t] [ P[uj; ul] [ C[ul; s]:
If (C[uj; uk−1] [ C[ul; ui−1]) \ I = ; then assuming, without loss of generality, that
V (C[uj; uk ])U and V (C[ul; ui])V , we deduce that (P[uk ; ui])>(H) + 2, so
(P) + (Q) = (C)
+ (C[uj; uk ]) + (C[ul; ui])
+ (P[ui; uk ]) + (P[uj; ul])
> jI j((H) + 2) + 2(m− jI j)
+ (jI j − 4)((H) + 2) + 2(m− jI j)
+ (H) + 5
= (H)(2jI j − 3) + 4m− 3
> (H)(2jI j − 3) + 4(d− (H) + 3− jI j)− 3
= (H)(2jI j − 7) + 4d+ 9− 4jI j
> 2(2jI j − 7) + 4d+ 9− 4jI j= 4d− 5
and therefore maxf(P); (Q)g>2d− 2. If
(C[uj; uk−1] [ C[ul; ui−1]) \ I 6= ;
then since m>nC(u)>d− (H)− 1, we deduce that if jI j>4 then
(P) + (Q) = (C)
+ (C[uj; uk ]) + (C[ul; ui])
+ (P[ui; uk ]) + (P[uj; ul])
> jI j((H) + 2) + 2(m− jI j)
+ ((H) + 2) + 2(m− 5)
+6
= (jI j+ 1)((H) + 2) + 4m− 2jI j − 4
> 5((H) + 2) + 4(d− (H)− 1)− 12
= 4d+ (H)− 6>4d− 4
and if jI j= 3 then m>d− (H), so
(P) + (Q)> (jI j+ 1)((H) + 2) + 4m− 2jI j − 4
> 4((H) + 2) + 4(d− (H))− 10 = 4d− 2:
W (T ) is therefore by denition (2d − 2)-path-connected, and the result follows from
Theorem 3.1.
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Combining the results of Lemmas 7:1{7:6, we deduce that if G satises condition
two of Theorem 2.2 then G is a (2d− 1)-generator.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
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